Reproducible Research in Pattern Recognition
Second workshop
Reproducible Research In Pattern Recognition
In Beijing, China - August 20th
https://rrpr2018.sciencesconf.org

Reproducible Research:
• Reproducible Research Platforms
• Software Libraries for Reproducible Research

In Pattern Recognition:
• Pattern Recognition & Machine Learning
• Computer Vision & Robot Vision
• Image, Speech, Signal & Video Processing
• Document Analysis, Biometrics & PR Applications
• Biomedical Image Analysis and Applications

Special focus on Discrete Geometry and Mathematical Morphology

Important dates:
• Submission deadline: May 28, 2018
• Author notification: July 6, 2018
• Camera-ready: July 16, 2018

Chairs:
• Bertrand Kerautret (main chair, LORIA, University of Lorraine, Nancy)
• Miguel Colom (CMLA, ENS Paris Saclay)
• Bart Lamiroy (LORIA, University of Lorraine, Nancy)
• Daniel Lopresti (Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015)
• Pascal Monasse (LIGM, École des Ponts ParisTech)
• Jean-Michel Morel (CMLA, ENS Paris Saclay)
• Hugues Talbot (LIGM, University of Paris Est ESIEE)

Reproducible Label Chair:
• Adrien Krähënbühl (ICube, University of Strasbourg)